
PAGE DESIGN & INFOGRAPHICS



A page grid provides the structure that keeps elements aligned 
and the page organized. 

PAGE DESIGN | grids





PAGE DESIGN | sizes and formats



PAGE DESIGN | layout

Page layout is a neatly organized stack of stories.

- The problem is that stories contain lots of elements;
photos, cutlines, headlines, etc that need to be organized.
- Use a grid to help organize your page.
- All stories should be shaped like rectangles.
- Stack the rectangles
- Emphasize what is important.



PAGE DESIGN | layout



PAGE DESIGN | layout

Add interest to your layout with these techniques:

- Vary the shape and size of your rectangles (horizontal,
vertical, square, mix it up)
- Boxing stories.
- Using sidebars and skyscrapers.
- Raw wraps and alt headline treatments.





PAGE DESIGN | layout

Every page should have a dominant piece of art.

- A well designed page is usually at least one-third art.

- Give each page a dominant image.

- Balance and scatter your art.







PAGE DESIGN | headlines

Every story must have a headline.

- Headlines should get smaller as you move down the page.

- 5-10 words is optimum.

- Don’t place art between headlines and text.



PAGE DESIGN | text

With body copy, strive for readability.

- 8-12 point type and consider leading.

- Create consistency.

- Use bolds, italics, etc, but in small doses.

- Jump a story only once and have significant content (4-6 in) on 

either side.



PAGE DESIGN | creativity 

Be creative within the page structure that you design.

- Grids and columns serve as a structure to organize the

page, not stifle creativity.

- Once you have created a bullet-proof structure, it is time to

be creative within that structure.









PAGE DESIGN | audience 

Consider your audience and speak to them.

- Define the audience for your design during the initial research phase.

- Research and know the audience.

- Speak to the audience (“target”) through your design choices.

- Colors, fonts, format, layout.



INFOGRAPHICS

Information graphics present data visually:

- work well for “non-readers.”

- present complex material in a simple way.

- can act as auxiliary information to main story (raw data, numbers, etc).

- Bright, attractive, eye catching, essential part of news design.





INFOGRAPHICS | how to create effective charts 

1. RESEARCH

- Research from up to the minute authoritative sources

- Use an independent source for disputable data that is open to 

interpretation, such as market share, to avoid bias or conflict

- Obtain permission to use the data, if required



INFOGRAPHICS | how to create effective charts 

2. EDIT

- Identify your key message
- Choose the best data series to illustrate your point, e.g. market share 

vs. total revenue
- Filter and simplify the data to deliver the essence of the data to your 

intended audience
- Make numerical adjustments to the raw data to enhance your point, 

eg. absolute values vs. percentage change



INFOGRAPHICS | how to create effective charts 

3. PLOT

- Choose the right chart type to present the data, e.g. a line to show 
trend or a bar to show discrete quantities

- Choose the appropriate chart settings, e.g scale, y-axis increments 
and baseline

- Label the chart, e.g. title, description, legends and source line
- Use color and typography to accentuate the key message



INFOGRAPHICS | how to create effective charts 

4. REVIEW

- Check the plotted data against your sources

- Use judgment to evaluate whether your chart makes sense

- Try to look at the chart from the reader’s perspective

- Verify your data with additional sources and consult experts in the 

field for questionable content and outliers



INFOGRAPHICS 

For this class, we will focus on:

- Charts / Graphs

- Diagrams

- Tables

- Maps



INFOGRAPHICS | charts & graphs
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INFOGRAPHICS | charts & graphs













INFOGRAPHICS | diagrams

● Help explain how things work

● Have high visual impact









INFOGRAPHICS | tables

● Help compare and contrast items

● Have high visual impact and are rich with data











INFOGRAPHICS | maps

● Help provide a location for context

● Have high visual impact 













INFOGRAPHICS | design

When designing infographics:

- Start with the data.

- Consider audience and message.

- Choose format carefully.

- Should be simple and easy to understand.



INFOGRAPHICS | design

Design choices should match message:

- Appropriate, readable typography.

- Design fundamentals (contrast, repetition, alignment, proximity, unity.)

- Be creative!
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http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/maryland/crime/bal-baltimore-homicides-2015-20151230-htmlstory.html

http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/maryland/crime/bal-baltimore-homicides-2015-20151230-htmlstory.html
http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/maryland/crime/bal-baltimore-homicides-2015-20151230-htmlstory.html


INFOGRAPHICS | interactive



INFOGRAPHICS | interactive

Good links:

http://data.baltimoresun.com/voter-guide/campaign-finance/

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/nation/newtown-school-shooting-victims/ 

http://apps.washingtonpost.com/investigative/homicides/ 

http://awesome.good.is.s3.amazonaws.com/transparency/web/1204/your-daily-dose-of-water/flash.html 

http://www.latimes.com/local/datadesk/

http://data.baltimoresun.com

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/12/29/us/year-in-interactive-storytelling.html?_r=0 

http://www.coolinfographics.com 

http://www.informationisbeautifulawards.com/  
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